Selection #: RG-T2998-P015-T001  
Selection Method: Task Single Source Selection  
Sector: Transport  
Country: Brazil  
Financing ATN #: ATN/OC-16388-RG  
Description of service: Studies of environmental and social feasibility for the construction, equipment, starting up and operation under the modality of works and public service concession of the intercity train system - TIC, São Paulo-campinas section

The aforementioned selection process has been completed and the contract has been awarded as follows:

Firm name: JGP Consultoria e Participacoes Ltda.  
Firm country: Brazil  
Contract Value: US$49,100  
Date of award/contract date: insert date

Thank you

Gastón Astesiano  
Division: VPC/VPC  
E-mail: gastona@iadb.org